Cause

'cause definition is - because. How to use 'cause in a sentence.a cause that sets in motion a sequence of events
uninterrupted by any superseding causes and that results in a usually foreseeable effect (as an injury) which would not
otherwise have occurred called also direct cause, legal cause; see also Palsgraf v.c, "reason for action, grounds for
action; motive," from Old French cause "cause, reason; lawsuit, case in law" (12c.), and directly from Latin causa "a
cause; a reason; interest; judicial process, lawsuit," of unknown origin.cause definition: 1. the reason why something,
especially something bad, happens: 2. a reason to feel something or to behave in a particular way: 3. a socially.Define
cause (verb) and get synonyms. What is cause (verb)? cause (verb) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan
Dictionary.Noun. cause (countable and uncountable, plural causes) (countable, often with of, typically of adverse
results) The source of, or reason for, an event or action; that which produces or effects a result. They identified a burst
pipe as the cause of the flooding.Definition of cause: Action, inaction, or occurrence that brings about a change, effect,
reaction, or result, or provides grounds for initiating a legal proceeding.5 hours ago Unusually hot days cause the suicide
rate to rise, according to a study published Monday in Nature Climate Change. If a month is 1 degree.Definition of cause
- a person or thing that gives rise to an action, phenomenon, or condition, a principle, aim, or movement to which one is
committed.Cause definition, a person or thing that acts, happens, or exists in such a way that some specific thing
happens as a result; the producer of an effect: You have.CAUSE is working to pass a Farmworker Bill of Rights, a
comprehensive policy in Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties to tackle the harsh labor conditions all.CAUSE Canada is
an international relief and development agency working in West Africa and Central America.CAUSE is a unique
peer-led regional charity offering services to families, partners and friends across Northern Ireland caring for a loved one
who has.Supplementary Cause Lists Proposed Cause Lists Final Cause Lists Lahore Branch Registry Supplementary
Cause Lists Proposed Cause Lists Final.CAUSE Leadership Qualities. Home Center for Asian Americans United for
Self Empowerment (CAUSE). WE'VE MOVED OFFICES! W. Olympic.CAUSE aims to develop and test new
automated methods that forecast and detect cyber-attacks significantly earlier than existing methods. The program
is.Cancer is a complex group of diseases with many possible causes. In this section you can learn more about the known
causes of cancer, including genetic.1 day ago The northern hemisphere is having a baking summer and it's not just
down to climate change.22 hours ago A vaccine for avoiding multiple sclerosis has moved a step closer, as doctors
believe they have discovered the cause of the disease.Register your fundraising cause with Easyfundraising today, and
start collecting donations when your supporters shop online with one of over shops.
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